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1. EOS GRAND PLATFORM
EOS GRAND team is launching the “EOS GRAND”, a new gaming platform powered by
blockchain technology that solves the fairness and trust issues traditional gaming platforms
have. EOS GRAND is developed based on EOS blockchain and plans to introduce series of
high quality and high spec games through the platform. Especially, EOS GRAND will offer a
differentiated experience from other games in term of quality and fun.

1.1 Game Mining
EOS GRAND PLATFORM’s key concept is “Play to mining”. GRD will be rewarded as bonus
to all gamers’ proportion to the bet size. Details are described in Part 2 of this document.
Players can receive dividend of EOS GRAND by staking GRD, and this process will be done
through blockchain smart contracts making it transparent to public. Details are described in
Part 3 of this document.

1.2 EOS GRAND Game Eco-system
EOS GRAND aims to delivery satisfaction to all gamers by introducing proven games in the
traditional online & mobile social casino market to the EOS GRAND. Starting from dice game
and slot games, baccarat, blackjack, Texas hold’em and other games will be launched on the
EOS GRAND. Also variation of slot games with unique themes will be updated frequently to
add diversity to the EOS GRAND experience. Details are described in Part 4 of this document.

1.3 Referral Reward
All users are given a unique invitation link to invite friends to come play at EOS GRAND. 10%
of the house edge is given as referral reward to the inviter if the new gamer, the invitee plays
on EOS GRAND by accessing the platform with the invitation link. If the new gamer access
the EOS GRAND without using the invitation link, the referral bonus is not given to the inviter.

1.4 VIP System
The VIP system is to provide more benefits to loyal users. The more bets user place, the more
rewards for the user.
VIP Level Accumulated Wagered EOS Rewards
VIP1
VIP2
VIP3
VIP4
VIP5
VIP6
VIP7
VIP8
VIP9
VIP10
VIP11
VIP12
VIP13

100
500
1000
5000
10,000
50,000
100,000
500,000
1,000,000
5,000,000
10,000,000
50,000,000
100,000,000

3% of House Edge
5% of House Edge
10% of House Edge
15% of House Edge
20% of House Edge
25% of House Edge
30% of House Edge
35% of House Edge
40% of House Edge
45% of House Edge
50% of House Edge
60% of House Edge
70% of House Edge

2. GRAND token : GRD
Total of 10 billion GRD will be issued the token allocation is as presented in the chart below.

[Token Allocation]

20%

80%

Play to mine

Team Incentive

2.1 Play to mine (80%)
User retention is a key success factor for the continuous growth of EOS GRAND. To align
interest of the platform’s growth and user’s profitability, EOS GRAND will allocate GRD as
bonus proportion to the bet size. The bonus ratio between bet size and bonus tokens will
decrease as more GRD is being mined. Detailed bonus ratio changes in corresponding to the
token mined is presented as below.
Percentage of token mined by play

BONUS RATIO

0% ~ 5%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 150

5% ~ 10%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 100

10% ~ 20%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 90

20% ~ 30%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 80

30% ~ 40%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 70

40% ~ 50%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 60

50% ~ 60%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 50

60% ~ 70%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 40

70% ~ 80%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 30

80% ~ 90%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 20

90% ~ 100%

EOS : GRAND = 1 : 10

2.2 Team Incentive (20%)
EOS GRAND team will continue to introduce new games to the platform in order to sustain
and grow the platform. In motivate and incentives the EOS GRAND team to strive to add value
to the platform, every time 4 GRD is mined, the team will receive 1 GRD.

3. Platform Dividend
3.1 Dividend (50%)
50% of Platform profit will be given to the GRD holders as dividend according to the number
of tokens they are staking. The dividend will be given to the users every hour through a smart
contract, and the dividend can be withdrawn freely. The un-staking process takes 24 hours,
and dividend will not be given during the un-staking process.

3.2 Event (10%)
EOS GRAND will share the platform profit with users through various promotions and events
open to all users of the platform. 5% will be given back to the users through the Leaderboard.
Another 5% will be distributed to the users through Grand Event Jackpot Slot which will be
launched soon.

3.3 Operation costs (40%)
Operation costs will cover the operation and maintenance costs of the platform and
recruitment of new members to the team to better support operation and new game releases.
The operation costs can also be used to fund stabilizing market price when it is necessary.

4. EOS GRAND Roadmap
2019. 06.
2019. 07.
2019. 08.
2019. 09.~

EOS GRAND launch with 1 slot game and 1 dice game.
Baccarat and 1 additional slot game launch
1 additional slot game launch, Grand event jackpot slot
2 additional slot games per month will be launched
Blackjack, Roulette and Daisai will also be added.

